
RME



What is RME?
• RME stands for Religious and Moral education. 

• You will learn about different religious and non religious beliefs, 
explore ‘big’ questions and form your own view on topics.

• In S1 you look at what religion is and do a group presentation on a 
world religion. We learn about Humanism too.

• Next, we try to figure out how the world came to be – was it the 
Big Bang Theory, God or a mixture of both?

• Finally, we learn about what people believe about the afterlife.



RME

Learning intentions

• To develop an increasing 
awareness and understand of 
my own beliefs through 
exploring ‘big’ questions

Success Criteria 

• To discuss what I think about 
‘big’ questions

• To be able to provide at least 
two reasons for my view



Task 
• We have A LOT of discussion in RME so that is your task 

for the lesson!
• In RME, we try to figure out if something is right or wrong 

and this is what you are going to do!
• For the questions, discuss (or think) about what you think 

and why. Make a note of your ideas!
• Remember to think about the consequences and impact when 

making your decision.
• You can also say why it might sometimes be ok and other 

times wrong – it is your opinion. 



1. Is it ever ok to steal?

2. Is it ever ok to lie?

3. Should we help people in need?

4. Do we have a duty to protect the environment?

5. Is war ever acceptable?

6. Is it wrong to eat meat?

7. Should we test products on animals?

8. Is it right to keep animals in zoos?

9. Did God create the world or was it the Big Bang?

10. What happens when you die?



11. Why might someone believe in God?

12. Why might someone not believe in God?

13. Should we donate our organs when we die?

14. Is anyone born ‘bad’?

15. Do you think people can truly change?

16. Should we care more about other people or ourselves?

17. Is there any such thing as a selfless good deed (an 
unselfish act)?

18. What is the meaning of life?

19. Why is there suffering in the world?

20. How do we know what is right or wrong?



Extension Tasks

Rule the World

• If you were in charge of the 
world, what 10 changes would you 
make to make the world a better 

place?

• You could aim to promote equality, 
human rights and sustainability 
(making sure there are enough 

resources for the future).

• You will need to give a reason for 
your change.

• This can be done as a speech or 
poster.

Helping Hands

• Research a religious or non 
religious group that have 
been helping their local 

community during the corona 
virus.

• Make a newspaper article 
about the group and the 
impact they have made.


